Many cloud-hosted applications and cloud infrastructure management services with publish/subscribe semantics rely heavily on the use of group communications. Although multicast is useful for e cient group communications, traditional IP multicast has seen very low adoption in cloud data center networks (DCNs) due to issues with its stability and scalability.
INTRODUCTION
Group communication semantics play a key role in cloud data center networks (DCNs) for a variety of cloud-hosted applications and * Work performed by the rst author while being a graduate student.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). DEBS'17, Barcelona, Spain infrastructure-level tasks that inherently follow the event-based publish/subscribe communication model, which in turn requires one-to-many or many-to-many communication semantics. Although IP multicast (IPMC) is a candidate technology to implement group communications in DCNs, it incurs several stability and scalability problems [1] , which calls for a prudent and careful solution for deployment in DCNs. Unfortunately, any such e ort has shown to have required substantial manual e orts on the part of network operators [5] . A further downside with multicast concerns its address structure, which cannot be hierarchically aggregated and hence the reconstruction of multicast trees becomes an expensive process in terms of network overhead [7] .
Apart from the known IPMC limitations, two key considerations dictate the performance of group communications in DCNs. First, the router/switch's available network capacity (i.e., available bandwidth) is required to estimate the bandwidth available for data tra c and control messages that can be forwarded along their multiple ports concurrently [8] . Hence, the ability to instrument the router's (or switch's) network capacity is crucial to estimating the network load in terms of the overall bandwidth a router/switch is able to support. Further, since the memory of the routers/switches (including their queuing bu ers) holds packets and connection state information of the tra c transiting across the network devices, it is important to maintain the router/switch memory utilization under a given threshold to avoid bu er over ows. So ware-De ned Networking (SDN) [4] is a promising technology to address many of these problems.
Although recent e orts [2, 3] have used SDN for e cient bandwidth management during the creation of multicast trees by using topology information in DCNs, these approaches cannot adapt to the network load and router (or SDN switch) memory utilization. To that end we propose SDN-based Multicast (SDMC) for exible, network load-aware, and switch memory-e cient group communications in DCNs. SDMC is a middleware that intelligently uses a combination of unicast and so ware-de ned multicast, toggling between them at runtime to adapt to load while ensuring that applications remain transparent to these adaptive changes. us, SDMC e ectively manages the network bandwidth and switch memory utilization while providing scalable and e cient group communications in SDN-based DCNs thereby enabling a large number of applications and services to avail of our adaptive resource management solution. e primary elements of the SDMC architecture include: SDN controller: e DCN is managed by a (logically) centralized SDN controller, which is placed on a dedicated machine(s) with dedicated out-of-band connections to all the OpenFlow-enabled routers. e controller hosts several network applications (SDN NetApps) which form the bulk of our SDMC contributions. For instance, the topology discovery supports automatic discovery of joining and leaving routers and hosts. e topology management serves to selectively (de)activate the routers and switches. Monitoring is needed to gather runtime statistics of the system. e routing module supports the adaptive multicast intelligence of SDMC. e resource manager keeps track of the resource utilization.
SDMC DESIGN
OpenFlow-enabled switches: In a typical DCN, a number of OpenFlow-enabled switches are connected to form a network with topologies like mesh, tree or jelly sh. Each switch contains an OpenFlow client to connect to the SDN controller.
Host machines and SDN middleware: Multicast functionalities, which deal with overlay multicast, are implemented using SDMC's SDN middleware that runs in the host machines. e SDN middleware controls the communication using a host manager service to translate endpoints listening on multicast IDs into multiple unicast IDs, and switch endpoints from unicast to multicast and vice-versa. ose endpoints can decide whether senders or receivers are able to send or listen only on SDMC IDs or not.
Host manager: e host manager module (not shown) keeps track of all machines connected to the network. is application is used by SDMC to communicate with the SDN middleware of the host machines. is application is required since we build a hybrid multicast protocol by combining application-level multicast (or overlay multicast) and native network-level-multicast.
SDMC participants: e SDMC participants (senders and receivers applications) run on top of the SDN middleware. e SDN middleware hides the adaptive decisions made by SDMC from these user applications.
CONCLUSIONS
is paper presented the design of SDN-enabled multicast solution for exible, network load-aware, switch memory-e cient group communications in data center networks. Our middleware called SDMC uses a combination of unicast and so ware-de ned multicast, and dynamically switches between them while ensuring that applications remain agnostic to the adaptation yet providing superior performance over individual cases. SDMC is a work-inprogress project and several new features are planned. For example, our ongoing work is evaluating SDMC for its scalability and comparing against related research e orts, e.g., [3, 6] . Moreover, SDMC optimization decisions are currently made on a per-switch basis. In future, we seek to provide a system-wide optimization that balances the resource usages across multiple competing ows. SDMC is available in open source and its existing code base is available at h ps://github.com/prithviraj6116/sdmc.
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